
Micro-writing  
 

prompts to use in 
            the Secondary Classroom 

Expert Advisor
Answer a question that frequently comes up about a passion, topic, or
other area that interests you.

Line Leader
Share an 'epic fail' you experienced while working on a passion/topic/area
of interest and how you trouble-shot or navigated around the set-back. 

Me + Gen Z
Share a quote that is most representative of your generation's thoughts or
perspectives on ___.  (brainstorm a list of possible topics as a class and let
them decide) 

Upon Reflection
Share a milestone or corner you've turned and are proud of in pursuing a
passion/topic/area of interest.  Use the power of storytelling to inspire your
audience in this regard. 

‘Actually…’ Arguments
Introduce new information that recently surfaced about your
passion/topic/area of interest that changes the way it may be perceived.

Get Messy
Do a video tutorial showing your audience how to avoid big mess-ups as
they relate to a passion, topic, or area that interests you.

Tools of the Trade
Compare a method or strategy you used to use when pursuing a
passion/topic/interest before discovering a newer, more efficient one.

SOCIAL MEDIASOCIAL MEDIA



This Just In…
Connect elements of a national or international holiday (or observance)
to your passion/topic/area of interest. 

Can We Connect/Engage?
Aside from the obligatory statements (i.e. I want to graduate high school,
go to college, land a job), share with your audience 5 *specific goals*
you'd like to see through before the age of 25.  Then ask them to share
theirs. 

Promo
Debunk 3-5 myths that might be holding others back from getting 

Asking for a Friend
Ask your audience to recommend people you could potentially reach out
to create connections and network within your area of passion/topic/area
of interest. 

Pay it Forward
Tell the story of and celebrate the founder(s) of your passion/topic/area of
interest. 

Hashtag Inspirations
Use a 'daily' hashtag to share what you're working on or what progress
you're making with your passion/topic/area of interest (#SundayFunday,
#MessyMonday, #TuesdayVibes, #WednesdayWin, etc. etc.) 

Notable Quotables
Share a quote that expresses something you value; it should be from a
person related somehow to a passion or topic you’re interested in.

Core Standards
Use today's post to prove your active practice or mastery of this
week/month's learning standard.

into your particular passion/topic/area of interest. 
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The time to hesitate is through...get started with the tools you need to
transition your teaching toward the 21st century!
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Yo, I'm Jill!
...and I'm your edPioneer guide. Teacher, trainer,
published author... I'm a high school ELA
instructor with 15+ years in education. You better
believe I love to geek on all things learning. Let's
do this...
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